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Pattern stability and trijunction motion in eutectic solidification
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We demonstrate by both experiments and phase-field simulations that lamellar eutectic growth can be stable
for a wide range of spacings below the point of minimum undercooling at low velocity, contrary to what is
predicted by existing stability analyses. This overstabilization can be explained by relaxing Cahn’s assumption
that lamellae grow locally normal to the eutectic interface.
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The solidification of eutectic alloys is both a striking e
ample of spontaneous pattern formation in nature and a m
allurgical problem of widely recognized practical importan
@1#. This growth process has been traditionally studied
directional solidification experiments where a sample c
taining a binary alloy of near-eutectic composition is pull
with a fixed speedV in an externally imposed temperatu
gradientG. This setup produces a wide range of microstru
tures of which the simplest is an array of lamellae of tw
coexistinga andb solid phases growing into the metastab
liquid, as shown in Fig. 1~a!. The steady-state growth of
perfectly periodic lamellar array is described by the clas
Jackson-Hunt~JH! theory @2# that predicts the relationship

DT~l![TE2Tav~l!5K1Vl1K2 /l ~1!

between the lamellar spacingl ~width of one lamella pair!
and the undercoolingDT(l) that is the difference betwee
the eutectic temperatureTE , at which the three phases (a,
b, and liquid! coexist in equilibrium, and the average tem
perature of the nonequilibrium eutectic interface spatially
eraged over one spacing,Tav(l). The first and second term
on the right-hand side of Eq.~1! represent the undercoolin
necessary to drive the diffusive transport of the two chem
components of the alloy in the liquid~coupled growth! and
the capillary undercooling associated with the curvature
the solid-liquid interface, respectively.K1 and K2 are con-
stants that only depend on the alloy system and the ove
composition of the sample.

The JH result implies that the growth undercooling ha
minimum valueDTm5(4K1K2)1/2V1/2 for a spacing

lm5~K2 /K1!1/2V21/2, ~2!

which is easily found by settingdDT/dl50.
Lamellar growth is well known to be unstable for spa

ings smaller than a critical valuelc . This instability leads to
the local elimination of lamellae and is the mechanism
which the array increases its average spacing during the
namical transient that produces the final pattern. Hence,
crucially important for understanding pattern selection in t
system. Oscillatory instabilities are also known to limit t
array stability at large spacing@3,4#. JH have credited Cahn
in Ref. @2# for pointing out thatlc should be equal tolm if
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one assumes that lamellae grow locally normal to the en
lope of the eutectic interface. Langer later formalized t
result by showing that a large-scale and small-amplitu
spacing modulation of a steady-state array obeys the d
sion equation@5#

] tl~x,t !5D ]x
2l~x,t !, ~3!

wherex is the coordinate perpendicular to the growth axisz,
andD5D' , with

D'5
Vl0

G

dDT~l!

dl U
l5l0

5
K1l0V2

G S 12
1

L0
2D . ~4!

We have definedL05l0 /lm , wherel0 is the spacing of the
steady-state array being perturbed, and we have used
subscript ‘‘' ’’ to stress that this expression forD is obtained
under Cahn’s assumption that lamellae grow normal to
interface. Langer’s analysis reproduces the JH-Cahn re
that growth is unstable belowlm since perturbations are am
plified ~decay! whenD',0 (.0). In addition, it shows that

FIG. 1. Photographs: lamellar-eutectic fronts of a nearly eute
CBr4-C2Cl6 alloy in directional solidification~the growth direction
is upward! in 12-mm-thick samples. Graphs show interlamell

spacingl ~thin lines! and positionz̄ of the front ~thick lines! as
functions of the space variablex. ~a! Stationary pattern (V50.5
mm s21, G580 K cm21). ~b! Modulated pattern (V50.25
mm s21, G548 K cm21).
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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lamella elimination is initiated by a long-wavelength diffu
sive instability that is generically present in one-dimensio
pattern forming systems with translation symmetry alongx.

In this paper, we study the steady-state and stability pr
erties of lamellar eutectic growth by thin-sample direction
solidification experiments in the transparent organic sys
CBr4-C2Cl6 and by two-dimensional simulations of a phas
field model, and we extract from both approaches indep
dent accurate determinations oflm and lc . An important
and novel component of our experiments is the direct m
surement ofDT(l), which allows us to obtainlm from the
minimum of this curve rather than computing its value fro
Eq. ~2!, thereby circumventing uncertainties in materials p
rameters. We find that, in both experiments and simulatio
lc is substantially smaller thanlm , even for typical direc-
tional solidification growth conditions where the two spa
ings have previously been assumed equal. Furthermore
analyzing the decay of long-wavelength perturbations of
array in both experiments and simulations, we obtain a di
measurement ofD, which allows us to shed light on th
origin of the discrepancy betweenlc andlm .

The experiments were made with a nearly eutec
CBr4-C2Cl6 alloy prepared with zone refined materials
thin (12-mm-thick! glass wall samples~8 mm wide and 60
mm long!. The values ofG used ranged from 40 K cm21 to
110 K cm21 (610%), and those ofV from 0.125 to 0.75
mm s21(64%). Details concerning the preparation of th
samples, the solidification setup, and the visualization of
front shape can be found in Refs.@4,6#.

The steady-stateDT(l) curve has never been measur
directly due to the fact thatDTm is usually of the order
0.01 K, whereas the absolute temperature is not known w
a precision greater than about 0.1 K. To overcome this
ficulty, we exploit two key ingredients. First, as will be d
scribed elsewhere, we are able to create a large-scale m
lation of spacing wherel(x) varies between two extrem
values that compriselm , as shown in Fig. 1~b!. Second, we
measure thez coordinate of the solid-liquid interface ave
aged over onel, which we denote byz̄(x), and compute the

FIG. 2. UndercoolingT02Tav vs spacingl measured experi-
mentally from the photograph shown in Fig. 1~b! ~open circles and
dots!. The thick line represents the best fit of the JH law, Eq.~1!, to
the data represented by open circles. The vertical bar represen
error range. A remarkable feature is the presence of spacings
siderably smaller thanlm'27 mm. The value of the smallest stab
spacinglc predicted from Eq.~11! below is 19mm.
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local front undercooling usingTav(x)5Gz̄(x)1T0, where
T0 is an unknown constant. By eliminatingx betweenT0
2Tav(x) and l(x), we obtainT02Tav(l), which we then
fit to Eq. ~1! expressed in the formT02Tav(l)
5DTm(l/lm1lm /l)/22DT0, using lm , DTm , and DT0
5TE2T0 as adjustable parameters. A plot ofT02Tav(l)
and its fit is shown in Fig. 2. The fit is very good forl lesser
than about 1.25lm . The departure observed beyond this lim
is compatible with the one which exists between the num
cally calculated curvesDT(l) and the JH approximation
@3,7#. We performed such measurements forV ranging from
0.125 to 0.5 mm s21. We found lm

2 V5K2 /K15193
616 mm3 s21 and DTm

2 /V54K1K25(2.761.3)31023

K2 s mm21. These values compare well to those calcula
from the material constants of CBr4-C2Cl6 given in Ref.@8#,
namely, lm

2 V5185620 mm3 s21 and DTm
2 /V5(1.260.2)

31023 K2 smm21.
To study experimentally the small spacing stability lim

we exploit the fact thatlm;V21/2. Therefore, we can effec
tively vary l0 /lm by performing downward velocity jumps
of relatively large amplitude. Namely, we start from a stab
quasistationary periodic array of spacingl0 at a higher ve-
locity, and then observe whether the same array at the lo
velocity, and hence smallerl0 /lm , remains stable or be
comes unstable.

To measure experimentally the array diffusion constantD,
we use the fact that the amplitude of a long-wavelen
modulation of spacing of the form

l~x,t !'l01dl0 exp~ ikx1vkt ! ~5!

decays exponentially in time when the array is stable (l0
.lc). Substituting this form in Eq.~3!, we obtain the simple
dispersion relationvk52Dk2, which is valid if the wave-
length of the perturbation 2p/k@l0. Knowing k, and calcu-
lating vk by a fit of the measured amplitude of the modu
tion to a decaying exponential, we obtainD. This is
illustrated in Fig. 3 for a case where 2p/k'7l0. We deduce

the
n-

FIG. 3. Experimental measurements of the spacingl vs the
space variablex at different timest showing the relaxation of a
large-scale modulation of a lamellar pattern ofL0'1. (G
580 K cm21, V50.5mm s21.) The inset shows the amplitudeA of
the dominant mode~wavelength of 145mm) as a function oft,
fitted by an exponential law~time constant of 410 s!.
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from this measurement that

D5D'1D i , ~6!

whereD i is a positive contribution responsible for the ove
stabilization of the array. The latter is calculated by taki
the difference betweenD, andD' evaluated via Eq.~4! using
the value K151.931023 K s mm22 obtained from our
present experiments.

Next, we simulate a simple phase-field model of a tw
component (AB) eutectic alloy that is completely symmetr
under the exchange ofa andb @9#. Our goal here is not to
model quantitatively the experiments but to demonstrate
generality of our results in different alloy systems. T
model works with two dynamic fields, an order parameterf
that distinguishes between liquid and solid, and the conc
trationc ~mole fraction ofB). The solute diffusivity vanishes
in the solid and is constant and equal toDl in the liquid.
Directional growth is implemented using the froze
temperature approximationT(z,t)5TE1Gz2Vt, and peri-
odic boundary conditions inx are used in all simulations

FIG. 4. Simulated evolution of an unstable array forL050.84
and l T / l D520. Growth direction is from bottom to top. For a te
times larger temperature gradient (l T / l D52), the same array wa
stable, althoughL0 is significantly smaller than 1. The inset show
growth ratesvk of spacing perturbations versus wave vectork.
Circles representl T / l D520; squares representl T / l D52. Dashed
lines represent the fitsvk5Dk2, obtained from the points with
smallestk.
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@10#. The strength of the temperature gradient is measure
the ratiol T / l D , wherel T5mDc/G is the thermal length (m
is the magnitude of the liquidus slope in the phase diagr
andDc is the width of the eutectic plateau! andl D5Dl /V is
the diffusion length.

Steady-stateDT(l) curves were obtained from sho
simulations with two lamellae. The stability was studied w
long simulations where steady-state arrays of up to 20 lam
lae, constructed from the two-lamella solutions, are sligh
perturbed by a small random modulation of the spacing~Fig.
4!. The stability spectrum is obtained from a Fourier deco
position of the trijunction positions and exponential fits
the amplitude of modulation vs time for different wave num
bersk. Next, D is extracted by a quadratic fit ofv vs k at
small k. The stability limit lc is then obtained by determin
ing whereD changes sign, and the values ofD i are obtained
by subtractingD' from D. We find that the dimensionles
ratio D i /(Vl0) varies withL0, but negligibly withG andV.
Moreover, we find that the simple form

D i /~Vl0!'AL0 ~7!

with A'0.15 gives a reasonable fit to our phase-field sim
lation results as shown in Fig. 5. Remarkably, our expe
mentally determined values ofD i are close to those obtaine
in the phase-field simulations, even though the two al
systems are different.

To interpret our findings, let us briefly review Langer
analysis that yieldsD5D' . Its first ingredient is the as
sumption that the interface adjusts adiabatically its aver
temperature to the local spacing, or

DT„l~x,t !…'2Gz~x,t !, ~8!

whereDT(l) is the same as in steady state andz(x) is thez
coordinate of the envelope of the eutectic interface, defi
as a smooth curve interpolating the positions of the thr
phase junctions~trijunctions!, with the origin atTE . The
second is Cahn’s assumption that lamellae grow norma
this envelope, which for a small perturbation is equivalent

] ty~x,t !'2V]xz~x,t !, ~9!

FIG. 5. D i /(Vl0) vs L0 for simulations and experiments
Dashed line, Eq.~7! drawn withA50.15.
1-3
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wherey(x,t) is the lateral displacement of trijunctions fro
their steady-state positions. Finally, it follows from the de
nition of y that l(x,t)'l0(11]xy). Differentiating both
sides of this identity with respect to time and using Eqs.~1!,
~8!, and ~9!, one obtains the diffusion equation~3! with D
5D' .

We checked that Eq.~8! is indeed faithfully obeyed in the
range of wavelengths that we consider here. Conseque
the discrepancy betweenD and D' must originate from a
correction to Cahn’s normal growth assumption. It is sim
to show that the modified phenomenological form

] ty~x,t !'2V]xz~x,t !1D i]xl~x,t !/l0 ~10!

yields the diffusion equation~3!, with D given by Eq.~6!.
Equation ~10! implies that trijunctions also move locall
‘‘parallel’’ to the envelope of the eutectic interface in r
sponse to a gradient of spacing. To see physically why
lateral motion overstabilizes the pattern, consider a local
pression in an array of initial spacingl0. Cahn’s normal
growth assumption implies that such a depression will p
duce a local decrease of spacing, and hence a local incr
in undercooling will amplify this depression ifl0,lm ~be-
causedDT/dl,0 in this case!. This well-known argument
yields lc5lm . In contrast, the second term on the righ
hand side of Eq.~10! implies that the lateral motion of tri
junctions opposes the local decrease inl, and hence helps
flatten the interface.

A prediction for Lc5lc /lm can be obtained by settin
D5D'1D i50, which, using Eqs.~2!, ~4!, and ~7!, yields
the cubic equation

12
1

Lc
2

1
AG

K1V
Lc50. ~11!

With K151.931023 K smm22 andA50.15, we obtainLc
50.70 for the experiment of Fig. 2; the lowest observ
spacings are just above the predicted stability threshold,
on

st

e
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should be. For the phase-field simulations (K150.1120), we
find Lc50.942 for l T / l D520 andLc50.715 for l T / l D52.

Two previous stability analyses have predicted thatlc

should be smaller thanlm . The one by Caroli and co
workers @11#, however, is restricted to a largeG limit that
cannot be compared with our results. The other by Chen
Davis @12# does not have this restriction, but predicts a d
parture oflc from lm that is about one order of magnitud
smaller than found here and predicted by Eq.~11!. We be-
lieve that the lateral motion of the trijunctions is due to
coupling between the diffusion field and the nonplanar fro
geometry on the scale of the individual lamellae; such effe
would appear only at higher orders in the analyses c
above. Therefore, an analytical understanding of eutectic
bility at small spacings from sharp-interface models is s
lacking.

The present results shed light on a number of previ
observations. In metallic eutectics,K1 is generally close to
1022 K smm22 @13,14#, so that the value ofV below which
the departure ofLc from unity becomes significant is o
about 1mm s21 for G in the 100 K cm21 range. This may
explain the deviation from the lawl̄}V20.5, where l̄ is
some empirically defined average eutectic spacing, wh
has been observed atV lower than about 1mm s21 in a
number of metallic eutectics@15#. Similarly, the overstability
due to the lateral motion of the trijunctions may explain w
coupled growth in a peritectic system has recently be
found to be stable@16# in a situation, analogous to that o
eutectics atl,lm , where the interface should be unstab
according to the JH-Cahn stability arguments@17#. Finally,
our results also improve our understanding of the morp
logical instability that leads to the formation of eutectic col
nies in the presence of a dilute ternary impurity@6,9#.

This work was supported by the Centre National d’Etud
Spatiales, France, and by the US Department of Energy
der Grant No. DE-FG02-92ER45471.
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